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Caveats
Caveats describe unexpected behavior in a product. The Open Caveats section lists open caveats that apply
to the current release and may apply to previous releases. A caveat that is open for a prior release and is still
unresolved applies to all future releases until it is resolved.

To view the details of the software bugs pertaining to your product, click the Caveat ID/Bug ID number in
the table. The corresponding Bug Search Tool window is displayed with details of the Caveat ID/Bug ID.

The Bug Search Tool (BST), which is the online successor to the Bug Toolkit, is designed to improve the
effectiveness in network risk management and device troubleshooting. The BST allows partners and customers
to search for software bugs based on product, release, and keyword, and aggregates key data, such as bug
details, product, and version. The tool has a provision to filter bugs based on credentials to provide external
and internal bug views for the search input.

To view the details of a caveat whose ID you do not have, perform the following procedure:

1. Access the BST using your Cisco user ID and password at:

https://tools.cisco.com/bugsearch/

2. In the Bug Search window that is displayed, enter the necessary information in the corresponding fields.

For more information about how to use the Cisco Bug Search Tool effectively, including how to set email
alerts for bugs and to save bugs and searches, see Bug Search Tool Help & FAQ.

This chapter lists the Open and Resolved Caveats in Cisco DCNM, and contains the following section:

Open Caveats
The following table lists the Open bugs for Cisco DCNM, Release 11.5(3).
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DescriptionCaveat ID Number

DCNM 11.5.2(132). 2nd S&D results in Traceback and ConfigSave failureCSCvz11489

After upgrade 11.5(2)->11.5(3) , Copied image not seen in ISSU workflowCSCvz43107

Config-compliance for Nexus 7K in OOS for specific vlan configsCSCvz50898

Resolved Caveats
The following table lists the Resolved bugs for Cisco DCNM, Release 11.5(3).

DescriptionCaveat ID Number

%DAEMON-3-SYSTEM_MSG: error:protocol identification string lack carriage
return

CSCvv24160

New loopback interfaces get generated for eBGP route-peering post-upgrade to 11.5CSCvw74111

IPAM: Failure to load IP-Allocation records after upgrade from DCNM 11.4 to 11.5CSCvw83380

MSD/Easy Fabric backup restore after upgrade from 11.4 to 11.5(S27)CSCvw86528

After Brownfield Import of Networks to MSO and deployment , Moved to pending
state on DCNM

CSCvw86814

Update on MSO vrf/nets global parameters is not reflected on the MSD level but on
the fabric level

CSCvw86849

Template save for network failed on MSD level when created a netwok on MSO with
specfic parameters

CSCvw87461

During upgrade to 11.5 Fabric_Group templates are not supportedCSCvw95106

HW PortMode Policy Create UI failed with "Invalid PORT_MODE with XSS
vulnerable content"

CSCvx10880

Event forwarder Rule fails for TrapsCSCvx49721

vmmplugin:4.2 doesn't log any date/timestampCSCvx57187

CSV of VMMplug:4.2 contains </br> tags between ',' seperatorCSCvx57282

VRFs were failed to get created on the dcnm from MSO as template had some ASN
error

CSCvx64766

Vrf deployment on the VPC switches failed - peer attach response failedCSCvx67023

Archive FTP credentials failing for First time for SAN switches on 8.5.1 image as
prompt msg differ

CSCvx78714

For VRFs deployed from MSO, DCNM's local non fabric instance fields don't have
the values set

CSCvx88158
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DescriptionCaveat ID Number

Image copy is not working if we have switch running with 8.5.1 and NXOS Kerry
image

CSCvy03056

DCNM, OSPF, on Port Channel Sub-interface Appending value in the pending configCSCvy04292

DCNM Restore fails after compute cluster additionCSCvy22220

Brownfield DR import with VRF-Lite L3 PO failuresCSCvy31518

MACSec Enable Issue on 10.x CodeCSCvy34762

Device is OOS after 11.4 to 11.5 upgrade due to case mismatch on Route-map namesCSCvy40359

DCNM issue with processing CLI neighbor 172.16.22.0/24 remote-as route-mapCSCvy43794

Inline Upgrade Fails if '?' is used in root passwordCSCvy61798

Scheduled Fabric backup fails sometimes when configured by remote userCSCvy62021

JCraft/JSch Java Secure Channel 0.1.53 - Recursive sftp-get Directory TraversalCSCvy74496

switch_freeform update error if description has non-ascii charactersCSCvy80175

Switch upgrade scheduling fails on non-English web browserCSCvy82883

DCNM alarm page unstable as Rest API returning wrong responses and getting mixed
up

CSCvy92202

Brownfield migration in DCNM fails on border switches due to bfd ipv6 configsCSCvz21241

Vrf context sub-commands not removed by CCCSCvz21661

Delete of VRF and Network definitions must be done in child first and then MSDCSCvz29503

BF:Traceback is thrown when creating Multisite Underlay IFC with Port-channelCSCvz59324
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